
Consolidation of two buildings to one location, expanded classroom space. Building modernization, retrofit of existing space.
 
OWNER: Saint Paul Center for Performing Artists
TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION: Renovation, Building Modernization
SERVICE PROVIDED: Construction Management (from initial concept to completion)
LOCATION: St. Paul, MN
CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE: 9 weeks
WEBSITE: www.spcpa.org
REFERENCES: Callie Jacobs, Dan Parker 

The 2013/2014 Saint Paul Center for Performing Artists (SPCPA) consolidation & expansion in St. Paul is a successful example of 
pre-planning, design, value engineering, and accurate construction estimating/scheduling. It’s the third project Crowe Construction 
Management has completed for this group in the past 5 years. When the faculty and board approached Crowe with idea to purchase  
55,000 sq. ft. of commercial space in DT Saint Paul, the goal was to create a safer environment for students that was located exclusive-
ly in one building. The space also needed to be updated to meet the growing technology and security demands schools face. Many 
challenges presented themselves because a portion of the schools classrooms were located under a roof and parking ramp that leaked. 
Also, the main entrance to the space involved 3 historic structures, with different construction types all coming together, and the 
existing MEP infrastructure was inadequate and out dated. The SPCPA worked with Crowe to develop a successful plan to purchase, 
design, and renovate the spaces over summer break so that they would meet the needs of the faculty and students returning for the 
2013/14 school year. The new renovation included: a grand entrance to the school; 30 classrooms; a biology and chemistry lab; ad-
ministration offices; three sets of bathrooms; new MEP infrastructure and systems, a state of the art access and security system; a new 
elevator; structural restoration and waterproofing of a parking ramp; and a well thought out conversion of an almost uninhabitable 
lower level (The lower level was converted into a smart lunchroom, vocal classrooms, bathrooms, and a teachers lounge)  

The four levels of the interior structure were carefully gutted, three large openings were shored and cut into an existing concrete pan 
and joist structure, a wood joist structure, and a steel bar joist structure. Then, the process of carefully and creatively putting the spac-
es back together began. Both Crowe, crews, and suppliers worked many long hours, at times including double shifts, to meet the tight 
schedule. The proposed schedule was reduced due delayed closing dates and existing tenants leases expiring after our initial proposed 
start date. This made matters more challenging, causing construction to be managed over (7) separate zones being turned over to 
construction at different times, four of these zones were divided by the downtown skyway system. Crowe’s commitment to quality, 
job site cleanliness and safety would play a critical role in keeping the job on track and the general public comfortable and safe during 
construction.

Though it was challenging, it went very fast, and nothing stopped us form completing on time within the established budget parame-
ters.  Students and faculty arrived in September on schedule with 100% of the amazing new space under contract delivered. Now that 
this renovation is complete, the SPCPA stands poised to handle its growing student demand. These creative youths and faculty will 
continue to bring their, innovation, energy and vibrancy to Downtown St. Paul for years to come. We’re proud to have been a part of 
this unique, challenging, and rewarding project. 

This Spring of 2014, crowe will undertake and additional expansion to the third floor, adding 8,000 more square feet and 5 classrooms.   
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